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They wanted to know why
it happened, if there was
anything that could have
been done to prevent their
son’s death, and, if so, what
the physicians and hospital
were doing to prevent
something like this from
happening again.
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Conflict management comes in many forms—practitioners can be mediators, facilitators,
arbitrators, attorneys, ombuds, coaches—the field is constantly evolving. One recent innovation
in healthcare is the introduction of a highly skilled individual who is trained in mediation,
facilitation and coaching techniques while serving functionally as an organizational ombuds, or
internal neutral resource. Providing a confidential, neutral, and independent resource to both
patients and providers, a medical ombuds/mediator can help to resolve the inevitable conflicts
that arise around unanticipated adverse outcomes at the point of care. With disclosure policies
now mandated by JCAHO, the focus is turning to what happens after disclosure. When an unanticipated adverse outcome does occur, how healthcare providers choose to respond to that
adverse event will have powerful repercussions for all parties concerned. What follows is a fictional yet representative case handled by a medical ombuds/mediator.

“Hello, I think I need your help – do you have a
moment?” The male voice sounded shaky and distant – not
at all like the confident surgeon I was expecting when I
glanced at the caller ID. I assured him I had all the time he
needed and gently said, “I’m here for you.” There was a long
pause before he began to speak. Slowly, hesitantly, Dr. Greene
said, “One minute, everything was fine, and now I have to go
out into the waiting room and tell this boy’s parents that
their only child died during surgery.”
I can’t help but hear how devastated Dr. Greene is by the loss
of his patient, and realize how difficult it will be for him to tell
the parents. At this point, not only do I need to assist Dr.
Greene as he prepares to meet with the parents, but I also
mourn the loss for the parents who do not yet know their child
has died. I ask how Dr. Greene and the surgical team are doing
and acknowledge their loss of so young a patient. Dr. Greene
shares that the boy had been his patient for several years and
that he had weathered a few clinically challenging times with
this young family given the child’s medical history. Finally, the
question I anticipate comes, “How am I going to tell them he
died, when I don’t know why? What do I say?”
I share with Dr. Greene that we should always provide compassionate, open, and honest communication. The parents will
be receiving emotionally devastating news and will want compassion and transparency. They will feel a myriad of emotions
simultaneously and will want answers. They will want the
truth. They may want someone to blame. Most importantly,
they will need and expect acknowledgement of their loss, assurance that Dr. Greene and the hospital share their need to know
what happened and why, and, in the event that an error
occurred, what will be done to assure that it won’t happen
again. In other words, the parents will want to know if the
physician and the hospital will do the right thing.
As a medical ombuds/mediator, I realize that while preparing for any difficult conversation is critical, when involving an
unanticipated adverse event such as the loss of a child, the con-

versation will be extremely difficult and life altering. Preparation for the initial disclosure conversation doesn’t end with the
disclosure, however, but takes into consideration what happens after this first conversation. I offer to make arrangements
for the parents and Dr. Greene to meet in an appropriate, quiet
setting and inquire if it would be beneficial for me to meet
with the parents afterwards. Dr. Greene agrees that by framing
a thoughtful, compassionate response and providing an
appropriate outreach to the parents at one of the most vulnerable and challenging times in their lives, we can prepare to
answer their questions and meet their needs surrounding the
loss of their child. Gently, I let him know again that he won’t
be alone as we move down this difficult path.
Shortly after our telephone conversation, Dr. Greene met
with the devastated parents, Mr. and Mrs. Franks. As we discussed, Dr. Greene expressed his condolence for their loss and
shared with the parents the few facts that were known at this
time. Most importantly, Dr. Greene assured them that he
would continue to share information as it became available and
asked permission for me to meet with both of them.
I met with Mr. and Mrs. Franks immediately after Dr.
Greene left the room and offered my condolences for their loss.
I briefly shared with them my role as medical ombuds for the
medical center and inquired if they needed anything and if they
had any questions at this time. Understandably, the Franks were
still in shock. I asked permission to contact them in a few days,
and to please contact me if they needed anything. Realizing that
they needed time alone to grieve, I turned to quietly leave, but
stopped when Mrs. Franks asked me,“What next? What do we
do now?” Following the guidance I had shared with Dr. Greene
earlier, I sat down beside her as she began to talk about her son,
Joey. I listened for a while, and when she was ready to say goodbye, we agreed to speak again in a few days. I used this opportunity to assure them that as information became known, it
would be shared. They both wanted the assurance that open
and honest communication would continue and that “walls”
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An intended side effect is to help
eliminate miscommunication that
compromises the ability of the hospital
to render excellent patient care.

wouldn’t go up, and that nothing
regarding the events leading to Joey’s
death would be “hidden” from them.
The week after Joey’s funeral, I
made another outreach to the Franks.
Enough time had passed to surface
questions and they were ready to hear
what happened without the initial
shock of the loss of their son. They wanted to know why it happened, if there was anything that could have been done to prevent Joey’s death, and, if so, what the physicians and hospital
were doing to prevent something like this from happening
again. They especially wanted to know if there was anything
that they weren’t being told. To facilitate the Franks’ objectives
to obtain answers to their questions, I offered to arrange a
meeting with Dr. Greene to talk about the surgery and what
was known surrounding Joey’s death. They agreed to the meeting, and I let them know that I would work with Dr. Greene to
schedule it for the following week.
The meeting was emotionally draining for everyone. However, the Franks were assured that they would not have to overcome barriers to information and that communication was
being shared regarding the loss of their son. Dr. Greene was
transparent in his shared quest for the truth. In meeting with
the Franks, Dr. Greene established trust with the parents by
showing his willingness to share information through compassionate, open, and honest communication.
As Dr. Greene and I debriefed the family meeting, he shared
how encouraged he felt afterward due to the open, honest, and
timely communication shared by everyone. He appreciated
receiving assistance in the form of my “just in time” coaching
and felt that the Franks received information instead of experiencing barriers that sometimes are erected when information
is not known, but fears of possible negligence lie under the surface. He felt that the meeting went well and that the Franks did
not harbor feelings of frustration or anger because of the timely response to their questions regarding the loss of their son. Dr.
Greene agreed that by reaching out to the family initially,
whether there was negligent involvement or not, provided the
opportunity for critical questions to be answered as thoroughly as possible with compassion.
My subsequent outreach to the Franks was equally validating. Our conversation provided another opportunity to assure
them that as additional information became known, it would
be shared with them in a timely and honest manner. The
Franks realized that it may be several weeks or possibly months
before further information is known as a result of informal and
formal investigations, but through open, honest and compassionate communication, we are working together to reestablish
trust even after the devastating loss of Joey.
Several weeks have now elapsed. Dr. Greene called this
morning to ask me to facilitate a meeting with the Franks to
disclose some additional information regarding Joey’s death. It
has been determined that Joey’s death was attributable to a rare
anesthesia error. Realizing that this might have been a pre30
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ventable medical error, Dr. Greene asks for my help in preparing for the disclosure conversation, and wonders whether he
should apologize directly, involve the anesthesiologist, bring in
legal counsel, or . . . just what are his next steps?
In preparing my response to Dr. Greene’s questions and hearing the concern in his voice, I reflect on my role as a medical
ombuds/mediator for the medical center. An underlying rationale for early and transparent responses to adverse outcomes can
be linked to numerous studies that found that ineffective communication with patients and families, rather than quality of
care, was the underlying cause of patients’ and families’ decisions
to file suit against their caregivers (Vincent et al., 1994; Hickson
et al., 1992). Other researchers found that most patients would
be less angry and less likely to sue if physicians honestly and compassionately disclosed medical errors that occurred, admitted
responsibility, took steps to reduce the chances of repeat errors in
the future, and offered sincere apologies for the suffering that
may have resulted because of the bad outcomes (Gallagher et al.,
2003). Similarly, research on apologies suggests that individuals
receiving a full apology that both expresses sympathy and takes
responsibility by the person who wronged them are more likely
to accept settlement offers and negotiate towards a resolution
rather than going to trial (Robbennolt, 2003).
When contacted in a timely way by knowledgeable healthcare
staff, I can intervene early at the lowest possible level and attempt
to resolve disputes that could potentially result in malpractice
claims, with the overarching purpose of improving patient and
family satisfaction, quality of care, patient safety, and systemic
performance. An intended side effect is to help eliminate miscommunication that compromises the ability of the hospital to
render excellent patient care (Houk & Moidel, 2003) Established
functionally as an organizational ombuds skilled in conflict management techniques such as facilitation, coaching, and mediation, I provide a neutral, independent, and confidential resource
to assist patients, families, and providers in addressing concerns
about unanticipated adverse outcomes, medical errors, providerpatient communication breakdowns, and dissatisfaction with
treatment outcome or quality of care (Bonacum et al., 2004). I
have been fully trained as an organizational ombuds, mediator,
and facilitator, and can readily coach or assist providers in conversations with patients and families where emotions run high
and where an apology may be in order. Personal acknowledgement of the pain and suffering that individuals are going through
is often a starting point for my engagement as both informal and
formal investigations begin to ascertain causality. Information is
shared as it is obtained, and conjecture and uncertainty are kept
to a minimum (Joint Commission, 2007).
w w w. p s q h . c o m
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My role as a designated neutral party within the organization
permits individuals to acknowledge error in a way that maximizes
confidentiality and security, helps to pinpoint system vulnerabilities, and encourages collaboration among healthcare professionals to prevent further error by promoting a culture of safety
(Studdert et al, 2006). I have dozens of colleagues at medical centers across the country who serve in this role, offering more equitable and integrative solutions to injured patients and their
families after an unanticipated outcome has occurred (Joint
Commission, 2007; Kiger, 2004; Walker, 2006; Woods, 2007).
Marshalling my resources, I turn back to my conversation
with Dr. Greene. “Doctor,” I say, “let’s plan to meet tomorrow
P O S T S C R I P T
Dr. Greene’s conversation with the Franks will continue in the
next issue of PSQH, with a focus on disclosure and apology.
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to brainstorm for this upcoming meeting. We’ve built a good
foundation and have earned the trust of the Franks. I know we
will do the right thing.” SPSQH
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